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ABSTRACT 
Let A, B be p x p positive definite (symmetric) matrices over the real field. Then 
tr[(A-’ - B-‘)(A - B)] < 0. This inequality was used in obtaining the maximum 
likelihood estimates of certain covariance matrices. Several extensions of this inequal- 
ity are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall use M,,, to denote the set of all p x p matrices over the real 
field R, use S, to denote the set of all symmetric matrices in M,,,, and use 
P, to denote the set of all positive definite matrices in Mpxp. Let A, B E P,. 
In [lo], it was proved algebraically that 
tr[(A-‘- B-‘)(A - B)] < 0. ( 1.1) 
This result was used by Wong and Wong [ 13, Examples 5.1 and 5.41 to find 
the maximum likelihood estimates of certain covariance matrices. In this note 
we shall extend this result in several ways, both by monotonicity and by 
spectrum. 
2. EXTENSIONS BY MONOTONICITY 
We shall use differentials to obtain the following result for generating 
convex functions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f be a real-valued function on Pp such that f has 
continuous second order partial derivatives. Let 
fi@)=~$(A)+f(A)1, AE%, (2.1) 
where I is a linear functional on S,. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) f is (strictly) convex on P,. 
(b) fi is (strictly) convex on P,, for all linear functionals 1 on S,. 
Proof Let dA E S, and A E P,. Then 
df,(A)(dA) = _fXA)[WA) + df(A)WA)h Cm 
The quadratic form Q(d 2f(A)) of d 2f(A) at &A E S, is the differential 
aA df(A)(dA) of df(A)(dA) at dA, treating dA in df(A)(dA) as a constant. 
So by (2.2), 
Q(d2f,(A))(dA) =fr(A)( Q(d2f(A)kW+ [WN+df(NWl”j. 
(2.3) 
(a)*(b): Since f is convex on P,,, Q(d’f(A))(dA) > 0. So by (2.3), 
Q(d”f( A))(dA) 2 0. Hence fi is convex on P,,. 
(b) =;) (a): Choose I = - df(A). Then 
Q(d’f,(A))(dA) = fdA)Q(d2f(A))(dA). (2.4) 
Since fi is convex, Q( d “f,( A))( dA) > 0. Thus by (2.4), Q( d “f( A))( dA) > 0. 
Hence f is convex. n 
We shall now use Proposition 2.1 to generalize (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X E MkXp with r(X)=k, let A,%EP, with 
A# B, and let n>O. Then 
(a) tr{[AX’(XAX’)-‘XA - BX’(X%X’)-‘X%](A-’ - B-l)} < 0; 
(b) tr{[lXAX’I”AX’(XAX’)-‘XA - ]XBX’)a%X’(X%X’)-lX%](A-l - B-l)) 
G 0, and 6 can be replaced by < if k = p, i.e., 
(i) tr[(A - B)(A-‘- B-l)] < 0, 
(ii) tr[((A(“A - I%(*B)(A-’ - B-l)] < 0. 
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Proof. (a): Let C E Pp, f(C) = lnlXCIX’I, and dC E S,. Then by 
Propositions 2.2, 2.5 and Example 3.2 of Wong [ll], 
df(C)(dC) = tr[(XC’X’) -ld(XC-‘X’)]. 
By Example 4.1 and the chain rule of Wong [lo], 
d(XC-‘X’)(dC) = - XC-‘dCC-‘X’. 
so 
df(C)(dC)= -tr[C-lX’(XC-‘X’)-lXC-‘dC]. 
By Muir [6] or 16.F.4 of Marshall and Olkin [5], f is convex on P, and is 
strictly convex on P, if k = p. By Proposition 4.2 of Wong [ll], 
(2.5) 
and 
[df(A) - df(B)l (A - B) ’ 0 (2.6) 
if k = p. (a) follows from (2.5) and (2.6) with C = A-’ and B-l respectively. 
(b): Let 
h(C) = Ixc-‘x’Ia, CE P,. (2.7) 
Then h = exp( o1 f ). Since af is convex on Pp (and is strictly convex on Pp if 
k = p), by Proposition 2.1, h is convex on P, (and is strictly convex on P, if 
k = p). Let dC E S,. Then dh(C)(dC) = h(C)adf(C). So by (2.7), 
dh(C)(dC)= -cx~XC~‘X’l”tr[C~lX’(XC~‘X’)-lXC~’dC]. (2.8) 
By the criterion (2.5) [(2.6)] for [strict] convexity, we obtain (b) with 
C = A-‘, B-‘. n 
In the preceding result, letting 1y tend to 0 in (b), one will obtain (a). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let K E Mpxs a&f(A) = tr(K’A-‘K), A E P,,. Then: 
(i) f is convex on P, and is strictly convex on P, if r( K) = p. 
(ii) Let S be a nonnegative definite matrix in S,. Then 
tr[(ASA - BSB)(A-‘- B-l)] < 0, A,BEP,, A#B, 
and < can be replaced by < if S is positive defznite. 
Proof. Let S = KK’ and dA E S,. Then 
df(A)(dA) = - tr(A-‘dAK’S), (2.9) 
Q(d2f(A))(dA) = 2tr(A-‘dAA_‘dAA_‘S) 
= 2tr(A-‘/2dAA-1SA-1dAA-1/‘2) > 0. (2.10) 
So f is convex on P,. Now suppose that S E P,. Then A-?!iA-’ is positive 
definite. By (2.10), Q(d2f(A))(dA)= 0 only if dAA-‘SA-‘dA = 0, i.e. 
dA = 0. So f is strictly convex, proving (i). 
(ii) follows from (i), (2.9), (2.5), and (2.6). 0 
(i) above also follows from the fact that A + K’A -‘K is matrix convex on 
P,; see e.g. 16E.7.f of Marshall and Olkin [5]. 
For the theory of the useful characterization (2.5) [(2.6)] of [strict] 
convexity, we refer the rea.der to Wong [9, 121 or Opial [7] in a Banach space 
setting. 
3. EXTENSIONS BY USING SPECTRUM 
The results in Section 2 are motivated by statistical problems and 
monotone operators in the theory of Banach spaces. In this section, we shall 
look at (1.1) from an algebraic viewpoint. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A, B be distinct p x p positive definite Hermitian 
matrices over the complex field, and let { d i }p= 1 be the spectrum of D = 
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AB-‘. Then aZZdi>O, and thespectrum {ei},P,l ofE=(uA-bB)(A-‘-- 
B-‘) is given by 
e,=a+b-ad,-h 
d, ’ 
i = 1,2 ,.a., P. (3.1) 
where a, b are complex numbers. Hence 
(a) all eigenvalues ei of - (A - B)( A -’ - B ~ ‘) are nonnegative; 
(b) r(Z,-AB-‘)=r((A- B)(A-‘- B-l)); 
(c) tr[(A- B)(A-‘- B-l)] ~0. 
Proof. Let W = B-1/2EB’/2. Then W is similar to E. Since B-‘/2AB-‘/2 
is similar to AB- I, the spectrum of B-‘/2AB-‘/2 is { di},?= I. Since 
B-‘/2AB-‘/2 is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, all d, > 0. Since 
B’12A- 1B1/2 is the inverse of B-‘/2AB-‘/2 and 
WC (a + b)Z, - bB’/2A-1B1/2- aB-‘/2AB-‘/2, 
the spectrum of W is ( e, } in (3.1). So the spectrum of E is also { e, } in (3.1). 
Now let a = b = 1. Then each 
1 
e,=2-d,--= _ 
(1- di)2 
di di ’ 
(3.2) 
proving (a). By (3.2), e, = 0 if and only if d, = 1, proving (b). Now (c) follows 
from (a) and (b). n 
The following result also generalizes (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a, p be real numbers and A, B be distinct p x p 
positive definite Hermitian matrices over the complex field. Then 
(3.3) 
Proof. 
w = tr[(A”- B”)(A-fl- B-B)] 
=trAa-P+trB”-B-tr(BuAA~)-tr(A~B-fi). (3.4) 
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Let { xi }, { yi } be the spectrum of A, B respectively such that 
xi Q ‘j+l> yi < yi+l, i = 1,2 )...) p - 1. 
By the result of Ruhe [8] or 9.H.lh of Marshall and Olkin [5], 
So by (3.4), 
= _ 5 (ch4a>(+!t) 
i=l 
xPyP I I 
< 0. 
(ii) of Proposition 2.3 can also be proved using spectra. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A, B, C be p x p positive definite Hermitian ma- 
trices over the complex field such that A # B. Then w = tr[(ACA - BCB) 
(A-l - B-l)] < 0. 
Proof. Since A, B are positive definite Hermitian matrices, there exist a 
nonsingular matrix S and a diagonal matrix D = (d iSi j) with all d i > 0 such 
that A = SS* and B = SDS*. Now 
w = tr( AC) + tr( BC) - tr( ACAB-‘) - tr( BCBA-‘) 
= tr( SS*C) + tr( SDS*C) - tr( SS*CSD-‘S-‘) - tr( SDS*CSDF1) 
= tr( S*CS) + tr( S*CSD) - tr( S*CSD- ‘) - tr( DS*CSD) 
= tr( S*CS) + tr( S*CSD) - tr( S*CSD-‘) - tr( S*CSD’) 
=tr[S*CS(Z,+D-DP1-~“)] 
= - tr(S*CSE), 
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where E = (eiaij), with each e, = (1- d,)‘(l+ di)/di. Thus all ei 2 0 and at 
least one e, > 0 (otherwise A = B). Since the diagonal elements of S*CS are 
all positive, w < 0. n 
For matrices over R, the above result was stated in [lo] without a proof; 
when C = Ip, it reduces to (2.1) with (Y = 2. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The inequality (1.1) was used in Examples 5.1 and 5.5 in Wong and 
Wong [13]. We shall now refine the technique used there. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let N be a positive integer, and let 
g(C) = 
- N ln]C] - tr(C’D) 
2 
3 c E P,. 
Then 
g(D/N)=max{f(C):CEP,}. 
Proof. Let dC E S, and f(C) = g( C- ‘). Then 
@VXfC) = 
Ntr(C-‘dC) - tr(Ddc) 
2 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
By (4.2) and Proposition 2.2(b)(i), for distinct A, B E P,, 
[@(A) - df@)l(A- B) = 
Ntr[(A-‘- B-‘)(A - B)] <o 
2 
So by the criterion (2.6), f is strictly concave on Pp. Since @(ND-‘) = 0, 
(4.1) follows. n 
For other proofs of the above basic result in multivariate analysis, see 
Anderson [l] and Anderson and Olkin [2]. 
Proposition 2.3 can also be used to prove the well-known inequality 
relating the arithmetic mean m,(y) = Cfc’=,yj/p, the harmonic mean 
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mh(?4) =[(E~=I1/Yi)/Pl-‘, and the geometric mean m,(y) = (n~ziyi)l/p of 
the positive real numbers yi, ys, . . . , y,. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let yl, y2,. . . , yp > 0. Then 
(4.3) 
Proof. In Proposition 2.2(b)(iii), let Z? = I,. Then 
,A,” l_trA +1_trA’<o, 
i i P P (4.4) 
where A E Pp, A # I,, and (Y > 0. Let x = (xi);+, where the xi’s are positive 
real numbers that are not all equal to 1. Let A = (xiSij). Then by (4.4) 
[m,(x)]‘[l-m,(x)]+[l-m,(x)] <(A r>o* (4.5) 
Take any real number s such that m,(y) < s. Let r = y/s. Then m,(x) < I. 
SO by (4.5) m,(x) G 1; otherwise a contradiction cc < 0 will be obtained by 
letting r tend to co. Thus m,(y) < s implies ms( y) G s. Since s is arbitrarily 
chosen, 
ma(Y) 2 m,(y). (4.6) 
Replacing y in (4.6) by (l/y,), we obtain l/m,(y) > l/m,(y), i.e. 
m,(y) 2 m,(y). (4.7) 
Combining (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain (4.3). n 
We shall now use Proposition 2.3 to obtain certain A-optimal designs. 
Consider the linear model Y = Xb + e such that Y is normal with mean Xb 
and dispersion rnatrix C, = u2Z,, where b E RP and u2 > 0 are unknown 
and r( X ) = p. Let D be a set of available designs X E M, xp, and let 
K E Mpxs. Then for estimating K’b, X, E D is said to be Aoptimal if 
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where 
h*(y) = (X’X) -lx’y. 
Recall K’&, 0 Y is the best linear unbiased estimator of K’b with respect to 
the design X, and 
z &, oy = a2K’( X’X) _‘K. (4.9) 
A-optimal designs may not exist. An X, E D is said to be s-A-optimal if 
a sequence { X n, } in D is said to be A-optimal if 
lim tr Z K’&X,,~Y G tr&‘&,.=Y~ XED. (4.10) ,,l + M 
For the notion of A-optimality, see [3] and [4]. Note that if {X, } is 
A-optimal and each X,, = X,, r, then X, is Aoptimal. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let D= {X E MnXp: r(X)=p and Ex,2j<12}, 
where 1 is a given positive real number. Let K E MpXs with r = r( K ). Then 
inf(tr[K’(X’X))‘~] :XED) =Zd2[tr(KK’)“2]2. (4.11) 
Proof. Let 
f(A) = tr(K’A-‘K), AcP,, 
E= {AEPp:trA=Z2}. 
Let X E D. Then X, = Z[tr(X’X)]-‘/2X E D, tr(X,‘X,) = Z2, and 
f(X, ‘X,) < f(X’X). So for (4.11), it suffices to prove that 
inf(tr[K’(X’X))‘K]:tr(X’X)=Z2] =Z-2[tr(KK’)“2]2. (4.12) 
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For any A E E, A = X’X with X’= [A’/2,0] E MpXn. So (4.12) is equivalent 
to 
inf{f(A):AEE} =Z-2[tr(KK’)1’2]2. (4.13) 
Let K’= Pdiag(D,O)Q be th e singular value decomposition of K’, and let 
ZZ,;, = diag( P, Z,_,)diag( D, m-‘ZPP,) Q. (4.14) 
Then by continuity of K -+ inf, E n tr( K’A _ ‘K ), 
inf tr(K’A-‘K) = liminftr(KL,A-‘K,,). 
AGE m+cc 
(4.15) 
Now consider 
L,(A) = tr(K,A-‘K,), A E Pp. 
Let dA E S,. Then 
cEf,,(A)(dA) = tr(K;,A-‘dAAP’K,,). 
Let 
Then A,,, E E, and for any A E E, 
df,,(A,,)(A) = Z-4[tr(K,K&)1’2]2trA 
= I-“[tr(K,K&)““j2. 
Thus df,,( A,,,) is constant on E. So 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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By Proposition 2.3, f,, is strictly convex on E. So by Proposition 4.1 of Wong 
[ll], (4.19) is equivalent to saying that A,,, minimizes f,(A) over E. So 
F$rrtr(KA,A-‘K,) =f,(A,) =Z~2[tr(K,K6)1’2]2. (4.20) 
Letting m -+ co, we obtain (4.13) from (4.20), (4.14), and (4.15). n 
In the above proposition, suppose for a while that n is a multiple of p. 
Let 
H~,“~ = Q’diag( 01’2, Ei,,)diag(P’, Zpps), i = 1,2,..., n/p, (4.21) 
where 
w=l 
[ 
ntr(K’K)“2 n/p 
P 
+ c tr(%J 
i=l 
l/2 
I ’ 
each E, ,~ is positive definite, and 
lim tr E, m = 0, 
’ ,,1 - 00 
Then tr(X;,X,,) = Z2. So X, E D. By (4.21)-(4.23), 
So by (4.24), 
f(*:J,) = w p2n-‘ptr(KK’)“2. 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
,,limmf(XAX.I) = Ze2[tr(KK’)“2]2. (4.25) 
By (4.25) and (4.12), {X,} is Aoptimal in D. Hence for any E > 0, X,, is 
s-A-optimal in D for sufficiently large m. 
Now let us assume that K = I,. Then our purpose is to estimate b. In this 
case, each Ei,n, in (4.14) is simply not there, and Hi,m = I,. Thus each 
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xg= w[Z,,Z,,..., I,], where w = l/n’/2. Since XL does not depend on m, 
X1=Zn-“2[Z,,Zp,...,Zp]‘~MnXp is A+ptimal. Since the A-optimality of 
X, depends only on X;X, = 12p-1Zp, any X, E D with 
X*‘X* = z2p-lzt, (4.26) 
is also A-optimal, and one need not assume that n is a multiple of p. Suppose 
e.g. that we are dealing with the chemical balanced weighing designs 
X = (xii) with xij E { - l,O,l}. Then Z2 = pn, and the set D, of all these 
designs is a small subset of D. Indeed, D, is so small that, unless n = 1, the 
above X, does not belong to D,. Now (4.26) is 
X,‘X, = nl,. (4.27) 
Any X, in D, that satisfies (4.27) is A-optimal in D and therefore A-optimal 
in D,, and such an X .+ E D, does exist if n = 41 with I= 1,2,. . . ,66, or 2’ 
with t=l,2,.... 
We remark here that, with care, the above proposition can also be proved 
by using the Schwartz inequality along the lines of the proof for Theorem 1 
of Chang and Wong [3]. However, the above proof demonstrates how a 
convex programming problem can be solved through the corresponding 
family of linear programmings of differentials. 
The author wishes to thank K. Fan and 1. Olkin for their more transparent 
proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
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